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Achieving large-scale deep decarbonisation means deploying a lot more new
renewable capacity and smartly integrating it with heating and transport.
But how much capacity of each technology should we deploy?
and where?
Energy system modelling software try to provide quantitative insights
around such questions, turning those into a mathematical problem for
which an “optimal” solution can be found
Yet, this comes with three major shortcomings:
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1. Real-world decisions about deployment of new
infrastructure involve much more than global economic cost
(social acceptance, environmental impact, ...)
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2. It is silly to fixate on the minimum cost considering the
uncertainty of cost assumptions

the one that
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system costs!

3. Engineering models alone cannot capture all relevant
information, such as life-cycle impacts of technology
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To adress such shortcomings, we
propose a novel digital
workflow, which combines:
a. an automated approach
(SPORES) to generate a wide
range of alternative energy
system configurations, all
equally feasible and
economically close to the
optimum
b. the integration of social and
environmental impacts
into these alternatives
through socio-ecosystem
metabolism techniques
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c. a web-based interface in
which experts and members
of the public can interactively
visualise scenarios and feed
their preferences into the
generation of refined
alternatives in a humancomputer co-creation loop
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With a pilot experimentation in
Portugal, we hypothesise that
this will permit the identification
of practically viable energy
system configurations that
compromise between conflicting
stakeholder views
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